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On the exam you may use: 

- Chalmers-approved calculator, 

- Formulas in Electromagnetic waves (E. Palmberg 2012), 

- Formulae and constants for blackbody radiation, excitation of two-level systems and radiative 

   transfer (A.Heikkilä 2012), 
- Physics Handbook, Beta, etc, 

- Dictionary (not electronic). 

 

 

 

Grade limits: 

Grade 3(=pass): 20 points 

Grade 4: 30 points 

Grade 5: 40 points 

A maximum of 50 points can be achieved on the exam. 

 

 

 

Remember: Give full solutions to the problems you hand in, i.e. explain and motivate your 

answers carefully! Be careful with units! When drawing graphs, indicate clearly the quantity on 

each axis, and give the scale. 

 

 

 



 

1. A black-body radiator is formed as a sphere with a radius of 5 cm. Its spectrum is shown in the 

Figure below. The scale of the frequency axis is THz, and the scale of the specific intensity axis is 

10
-12 

W m
-2
 Hz

-1
 sr

-1
.  Estimate the total power emitted by this radiator.   (2p) 

 

 

 
 

2. Molecular clouds in the Milky Way are the sites of star formation. In these clouds the gas is 

mainly composed of molecular hydrogen and atomic helium, mixed with very small amounts of 

other molecular (or atomic) species. However, these “rare species” are important since they cool 

the gas through their radiation (and hence assist the star formation process) and serve as 

measurement probes of the cloud’s physical conditions.  

 

Observations of radiation from the molecule 
13
CO (a rarer isotopomer of carbon monoxide with 

carbon-13 instead of carbon-12) from one such cloud shows a maximum brightness temperature of 

8,0 K at the frequency 110,2 GHz. At frequencies outside this peak, the brightness temperature 

drops to 3,0 K. The optical depth has been estimated using other observations to 0,30. The 

spontaneous emission rate for the 110,2 GHz transition is 8103,6 −⋅≈ulA s
-1
, statistical weights 

1=lg and 3=ug , and a collision coefficient 11103,3 −⋅≈ulc cm
3
/s. The density of collision partners 

(mainly H2) is 
4103 ⋅  cm

-3
.  

Estimate the kinetic temperature of the gas in this cloud.  Treat 
13
CO as a two-level system. You 

may neglect the influence of absorption and stimulated emission.    (4p) 

 

3. Assume time harmonic fields with angular frequency ω in a source free lossy medium with 

J=σE and where the medium parameters µ=µ0 and ε=εd are real constants.  
a) Derive the wave equation (Helmholtz equation) for the magnetic field phasor H(r) starting from 

Maxwell’s equations in phasor form. (5p) 

b) In free space (ε=ε0, µ=µ0, and σ=0) a solution to the wave equation for the magnetic field 

phasor is given by:  

( ) yj4/j eẑe2x̂)j1()r(H β−π++=
rr

 

Determine the corresponding electric field E(r,t) and the polarisation of the wave (linear, circular 

or elliptical). Give reasons for your answer. (5p) 

 

 

 

 



 

4. The parameters of moist earth at a frequency of f=1 MHz are ε=4ε0, µ=µ0, and σ=0.1 S/m. 

Assuming that the electric field of a uniform plane wave with f=1 MHz propagating in the z-

direction is E=ŷ3x10
-2
 V/m at z=0, find: 

a) The wavelength inside the earth and in vacuum. (2p) 

b) The field E(z,t) and the distance through which the wave must travel before the magnitude 

of the electric field reduces to 1.104x10
-2
 V/m. (4p) 

 

 

5. Consider the propagation of a uniform monochromatic plane wave in the ionosphere, modelled 

as a collisionless plasma with refractive index n
2
=1-ωp

2
/ω2

 where fp=8 MHz.  

a) What is the difference in arrival time between a flash of light (f=600 THz) and a simultaneous 

radio pulse (f=10 MHz) seen through the plasma along a path of 100 km? (5p) 

b) Assume that the plasma frequency fp increases with height above the earth. Make a sketch to 

show how a ray of light propagates through the ionosphere in that case. Explain the result! (2p) 

 

 

6. A uniform plane wave travelling in air (refractive index n=1) is incident normally on a dielectric 

medium with refractive index n2=2.2. The incident field is given by Ei=ŷE0cos(ωt-kz) V/m. The 

reflections can be eliminated by placing another dielectric slab with refractive index n1, λ1/4 thick, 

between air and the original dielectric medium.  

a) Determine the refractive index of the λ1/4 slab to accomplish this. (1p) 

b) A dielectric with the calculated refractive index does not exist. Use the table below to 

choose the appropriate medium with refractive index n1 for the λ1/4 slab to best reduce 

reflections. (1p) 

c) Calculate the reflected electric field Er(z,t) in air with the chosen medium n1. (5p) 

 

 

 

 

 

Material n1 

MgF2 1.38 

Polystyrene  1.60 

PbF2 1.73 

 
 
 

7. Unpolarised light at optical frequencies (f=600 THz) is incident from vacuum, at an incident 

angle θi=60º on a dielectric medium with refractive index n’=1.6. Calculate the degree of 

polarisation of the reflected wave. The degree of polarisation can be defined as: δ=(ITE-
ITM)/(ITE+ITM), where I is the intensity (time averaged Poynting vector) of the reflected wave. 

Explain the result! What happens with δ in the case of normal incidence? (6p) 
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8. Two Hertzian dipoles located at x=y=z=0 are excited π/2 out of phase with dipole moment 

phasors px=p0 and py, respectively, with py=jpx. a) Calculate the electric field E(r,t) and the 

magnetic fields H(r,t) at a point P in the x-y plane for z=0 (radiation fields). b) Determine the 

polarisation of the wave at point P.  c) Calculate the Poynting vector P in the x-y plane for z=0! 

(8p) 
 
 

px 

py 

y 

x 
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